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Abstract. The article discusses the phenomena of euphemistic expressions as slang 

language in Sukabumi West Java Indonesia. This language is called Widal Slang Language 

(WSL). In order to analyze the the phenomenon of slang language usage, the researchers 

applied Discourse Completion Task (DCT) which was deployed to 70 adolescent 

respondents. The results show that there were 50% of respondents used WSL in euphemism 

in communicating with adults to hide embarrassment, disgusting objects and activities 

related to them, for comfort, to show politeness,  to respect others and to avoid dispute.  
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1. Introduction 
      In daily life human beings always interact and communicate in their society using 

language. The use of language that appears in society has different language variations. 

Among the language variation is slang language. People use slang as a style in 

communication as well as to hide something from others.  Slang language could be found 

anywhere, one of which is at the Tipar village of Sukabumi, West Java, Indonesia. 

Sukabumi is a city in West Java Province, Indonesia. It is divided into two Areas; 

kabupaten (regency) and kota (city) both of which are known as Daerah Tingkat II 

(second level of local government). Each of them has an administrative area called 

kecamatan (sub-district) which is administered by camat (sub-district head). The city of 

Sukabumi has seven sub-districts, namely Citamiang, Gunung Puyuh, Cikole, Cibeureum, 

Baros, Lembur Situ, Warudoyong dan Gunung Puyuh. There is also a village under sub-

district called kelurahan (village) which is administered by a lurah (village chief). There 

are 33 (thirty-three) villages in Sukabumi city. Tipar village itself is part of  Citamiang sub 

district which is located in the centre of the city. Most of the people in Sukabumi use 

Sundanese language in communication. 

 The slang language found in Sukabumi is called Widal Slang Language, (henceforth 

WSL). WSL has a particular formula, it is the change of some consonants and vowels such 

as the word “bumi” (house) has a consonant change into “huyi” (“b” becomes “h” and “m” 

becomes “y”), or the word  “ai” has a vowel change into “nyanyi” (“a” becomes “nya” and 

“i” becomes “i”).  The WSL is not entirely used in conversation, it is just used in the form 

of code-mixing though historically it was used by a member of the Tipar community in the 

colonial era as a code to conceal information from colonial authorities [1]. Nowadays, 

WSL has become a phenomenon that Sundanese society in Sukabumi, especially those 

who are familiar with WSL use the slang language as an alternative in uttering taboo. 

Therefore the researchers were interested in analyzing the phenomenon to identify the 

contribution of WSL to euphemism.   
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2. Literature review 

 Some researchers have conducted studies on slang language. Kulkarni and Wang [2] 

have analyzed the slang word formation in English. They proposed three types of word 

formation in English Slang; blend, clipping, and reduplicative. Amir and Azisah [3] 

examined the slang language in student daily conversation. The study showed that the 

male and female students used different slang language. Meanwhile Wu, Morstatter, and 

Liu [4] focused on the construction of a sentiment dictionary of slang words called 

“SlangSD” which has a function to identify subjective expression in short and informal 

text.   

 This study investigates the slang language usage as a euphemism used by adolescents 

when they are communicating with adults to avoid taboo. Slang is an informal languange 

used in a certain community [5] while taboo is the avoided language related to obscenities, 

profanities, swearing and cursing  [6] which is available in one culture but might not be 

necessarily considered as taboo in another culture [7]. Once the Sundanese society in 

Sukabumi use Sundanese language in their conversation (in an informal situation), some 

of them will use WSL as euphemism because it is more socially acceptable to listen to 

especially for WSL users. What is meant by euphemism is a way to replace the inoffensive 

or vague words or phrase [8]. Thus euphemism is an alternative utterance to avoid or to 

mitigate taboo. The word nyikuy, instead of nginum (drinking), will be used to hide 

something shameful because in the society having drunk is forbidden in their religion 

(Muslim). Such phenomenon is very interesting to analyze, therefore the researchers 

aimed at deeply analyzing the extent of WSL contribution to euphemism as an attempt to 

raise and maintain Sundanese culture in this era. To analyze the phenomenon,  the 

researchers applied Warren’s method about euphemism, namely 1) formal innovation; 

word-formation device, phonemic modification, loan words, and 2) semantic innovation; 

particularization, implication, metaphors, metonym, reversals, understatement and 

overstatement [9]. 

3. Methodology 

      The study applied a qualitative method, a study focusing on social world of which 

the data are taken from real people and real place [10].  In analysing WSL contribution to 

euphemism and use a discourse completion test (DCT) in collecting data; a questionnaire 

given to the participant with a certain prompt [11]. The questionnaire was distributed 70 

respondents in 7 sub-districts. The DCT includes 28 questions (with several situations), 

three multiple choices, and one free answer. The multiple choices are divided into two. 

The choices of A and B are taboo answers and the choice of C is WSL. The free answer 

(choice D) is provided to let the respondent write down the words when they do not agree 

with the other answer (choices A, B, and C). The following is the example of DCT 

question;  

“You're standing on a roadside and accidentally saw a child who was defecating in 

his pants. Next to you, there is a teenager who is also paying attention to the child. Then 

you have a small talk  _______” 

Young boy : Euleuh eta meuni hawatos kitu nya bu (How pity that child is) 

You        : _______________ 

A.  Enya, tempo cadukna meunika kamana-mana  

     Yes, see the caduk (a harsh word for faeces) is messy 

B. Muhun Néng, taina meunika kamana-mana 

     That’s right Néng, the tai (faeces) is anywhere. 

C. Muhun néng, karunya teuing wanyina meunika kamana-mana.  

         You are right Néng, the wanyi (WSL) is anywhere. 

D. ______________________ 



4. Result and discussion 

To identify the WSL usage for euphemism, the researchers applied eleven kinds of 

taboo, namely,   bodies and effluvia (BE), organs and their effluvia as well as their acts 

(OE), sexual organs and their activities (SO), diseases and death (DD), naming and 

viewing person (NV), swearing (S), privacy (P), underwear(U), food and beverage (FB), 

occupation (O), and humiliating condition (HC) [12]. From the 70 respondents who were 

asked to answer the 28 questions of 11 kinds of the taboo on DCT, it is found that they are 

783 data of euphemism. From the analysis, it is identified that the adolescents use 

euphemism when they are communicating with adults though the taboo words and 

expressions are provided in the DCT. The obtained euphemism data were, then, analyzed 

again based on euphemism construction, namely word-formation device, phonemic 

modification, loan word, and semantic innovation [9]. It is aimed at identifying the WSL 

usage as a euphemism. The result of the analysis shows that it is the phonemic replacement 

(425 data) which has the highest construction of euphemism usage. In the phonemic 

modification, it includes WSL, phonemic replacement, and abbreviation, and most of 

euphemism in phonemic modification construction is WSL. The following table shows the 

euphemism construction and the frequency of WSL Usage.  

 
Table. 1. Euphemism Construction, Frequency of WSL Usage 

 

WFD: World Formation Device     A: Acronyms                          LW: Loan Word             U: Understatement   

PM: Phonemic Modification          O: Onomatopoeia          P: Particularization        O : Overstatement 

C: Compounding           WSL: Widal Slang Lang         I: Implication         

D: Derivation            PR: Phonemic Replacement Mr: Metaphor 

B : Blending                          Ab: Abbreviation                    M: Metonym 

 

 

4.1 WSL usage for Euphemism 

 

The table shows that there are 394 (50%) data of WSL usage.  The reason why they 

use the WSL euphemism because they do not know the words or expressions which 

should be used when they are communicating with adults since Sundanese language has a 

speech level which is called undak usuk basa as politeness and addressee to whom we talk 

to [13]. They are afraid of uttering the wrong words/ expression because when they do so, 

it is impolite and will have a social impact punishment. Therefore, they use the WSL as a 

 

KINDS 

OF 

TABOO 

EUPHEMISM 

FORMAL INNOVATION  SEMANTIC INNOVATION 

WFD  PM         

C D B A O 
 

WSL PR Ab 
  

LW 

 

P 

 

I 

 

Mr 

 

M 

 

U 

 

O 

BE - 4 - - 12  45 1 1  9 1 6 1 1 - - 

OE - 1 - - 0  29 - -  8 12 - - - - - 

SO 6 35 - 3 20  121 14 2  12 13 7 - 3 0 - 

DD 1 18 - - 0  42 - -  6 - 20 1 - 12 - 

NV - 33 - - 0  21 - -  2 - 1 - - - 2 

S - - - - 0  17 1 -  4 - 3 - - - 1 

P - 1 - - -  12 12 -  1 - 0 - - - - 

U - 19 4 3 -  38 - -  0 - 6 - 13 - - 

FB - - - - -  22 - -  - - - - 1 - - 

O - 15 - 1 -  17 - -  2 - - - - - 1 

HC - - - - -  30 - -  23 - - - - 10 - 

Ʃ 7 126 4 7 32  394 28 3  67 26 43 2 18 22 4 

% 1 16 1 1 4  50 4 0  9 3 5 0 2 3 1 

        



euphemism to mitigate taboo. The highest usage of WSL shows that it has a contribution 

to euphemism. Most of the contribution is in the form of words.  

Some parts of the bodies and their effluvia are considered to be taboo, and so are the 

conditions related to the part of bodies, for example, the condition of a woman having 

menstruation. It is uncomfortable to utter the situation of having menstruation. That is 

why, women try to hide their condition and find the other expression denoting 

menstruation, such as kareseban (a soft term for menstruation), nuju aya pamengan 

(having a hindrance), nuju aya tamu (having a visitor) or nuju beureum (in a red 

condition). However, not all Sundanese speakers in Sukabumi society know such 

expressions, therefore they use WSL as an alternative of avoiding taboo, it is yeks which is 

derived from the word “mens” (menstruation). Another part of bodily effluvia is faeces. 

There are some ways how to replace caduk and tai (faeces) with euphemism, such as using 

its natural colour si koneng (the yellow), however the respondent use wanyi as a WSL 

from tai. The word wanyi is usually used when people see or smell faeces either human 

faeces or animal. Snot is also part of the body included in this category. To avoid the 

taboo words, it is usually used the phrase of angka sabelas (number eleven), yet the 

respondents use WSL of rébo.  The WSL usage of wanyi and rébo are intended to hide the 

disgusting object. Of 394 data of WSL usage as euphemism, there are 45 (11%) data of 

WSL usage for this kind of taboo.  

All the body organs producing the bad smell and their activities are categorized as 

taboo, such as the smell expelled from the mouth or from a hollow part of the body 

(farting). In addition to the activity, the utterance of the word is also taboo. The words 

ngabekok and medus (farting) have a smoother word as bobos, but the respondents use 

WSL of biwuw when they are communicating with adult to hide embarrassment.  Telling 

person about his mouth odour is also taboo. They usually use euphemism “bau baham” 

(smell of mouth). It turns out that most of the respondents use the WSL of “hanyu” to 

respect the one whose mouth has a bad smell. Therefore, the WSL usage for organs and 

their effluvia, as well as their activities, is amounted to 29 (7%) data.  

All the human’s sexual organs are taboo [14] even when uttering them. The breast 

which is one of the female genitals has a smooth term to utter for the comfort of 

communication. It is pinareup (something in front). Sometimes, it is used the euphemism 

of gunung (mountain), or applying direction word ituna and taeunna (that one), susu, and 

nénén (breast). However, not all respondents use those euphemisms. Some of them use 

WSL as an alternative to change taboo. The WSL of susu is  gugu. The following is the 

example how the WSL of gugu is used.  

 

Sundanese : Oh, awewe nu s  u  s  u  n  a     g  e  d  é,  lain?  

 

 

 

WSL  : Oh, awewe nu g  u  g  u  k  a     s  e  p  é, lain? 

English : Oh, the girl with the big breast, right? 

 

In the phrase guguka sepé, the change occurs from “s” to “g”, “n” to “k”, “g” to “s”, 

and “d” to “p” . The vowel does not change because it is put in the middle of each word. 

The sentence “Oh, awewe nu guguka sepé, lain?” is usually expressed while casting a 

glance at the object (woman’s breast) but certainly, without the woman’s knowledge. 

Another female genital is a vagina. The smoothest word to utter the word is “gagaduhan” 

(belonging), “palawangan” (door), or using euphemism of direction words “ituna” and 

“taeunna” but the respondents are more familiar with the word yéyén, a WSL. A male 

genital “kanjut” (penis) is usually replaced by “manuk” (bird) or “cau” (banana), or using 

child language like “titit” or “mamas”. For this part of body, respondents use WSL of 

nakcuw to replace taboo. All WSL usages of human’s sexual organ is used when they are 

talking about it secretly because it is considered to be a a discomfort topic in conversation. 

Meanwhile, the activities done by the body organs are also taboo to utter. “Modol” 



(defecating) and “kiih” (urinating) could be replaced by the phrase of “ka jamban” (going 

to toilet), “ka pengker” (going to the back), “ka cai” (to the water), or using child language 

of “Ee” and “pipis” yet the respondents also use yopor of WSL for defecating and choose 

ninyig WSL for urinating to hide disgusting activity. Sexuality and insults belong to taboo 

[15], even the sexual intercourse in the most significant taboo  [16]  and so are its activity 

and utterance. There are many ways to express sexual intercourse in Sundanese, such as 

“moék” (staying in the darkness), “nyakeudeung” (short time), “kukudaan” (riding horse), 

instead of the taboo "ngewe” and “ngentot” (making love). Most of the respondents neither 

use the taboo expressions, they use other euphemism.  It is nyété, a WSL which are used 

by the respondents to hide discomfort topic of conversation. Thus the respondents who use 

WSL for the taboo of sexual organs and their activities are 121 (31%). 

The diseases which are considered to be taboo are the embarrassing ones, like mental 

diseases (insane) and the diseases which are considered to be countrified (deaf). The 

reference toward disease appears in the utterance of WSL as euphemism.  It is the word 

sero, which means crazy/insane.  However, the WSL is used to prevent anger. It is hurt to 

say "gelo” to a person who is insane, particularly to his/her family. Such a word is usually  

hidden with the smoother phrases like “kirang sehat” (less healthy), “teu damang emutan" 

(memory sickness), or with the euphemism of “kirang saalit" (little less). Séro, a WSL is 

mostly used by the respondents.  

Telling torék (deaf) is also hurt for the one who has the disease. To replace the word, 

the phrase of “kirang ngadangu” (less hearing) is usually used. However, the respondents 

use a WSL (wolén) to replace the word torék.  The words séro and torék are used to 

respect both the person who has the disease and their family. There are some ways to say 

someone’s death for the politeness, like “ngantunkeun” (leaving), “tilar dunya” (leaving 

the word), “almarhum” (the late), “jenat” and “pupus” (pass away). It is surprising that 

most of the respondents still use WSL euphemism for expressing someone’s death. The 

respondents prefer using yanyow (die), a WSL to avoid taboo of death. The number of 

using WSL for disease and death is 42 (11%) data.  

Descriminating with colour of skin is an act of racism [17], therefore it is taboo to 

utter it especially when uttered with the purpose of insulting [18]. He calls it as racist 

language because in his opinion the word black in English refers to a black person that is 

associated to weakness and evil, such as “blackguard” and “blacklist”. Meanwhile, the 

word “white” refers to sincerity, purity, cleanliness, as well as sanctity. Though when one 

mentions the colour of skin is just for joking, it is taboo to say. The following is a sentence 

in WSL referring to the mention of skin colour in Sundanese:  

 

Sundanese : tuh si  h  i  deung, datang,  

 

 

WSL  : tuh si  b  i  peung datang, 

English  : See, the black one is coming.  

 

The word hideung is substituted with bipeung by changing the consonants “h” into 

“b” and “d” into “p”, while the vowel “i” does not change at all. The other letters that do 

not undergo any changes are “e”, “u”, “n”, and “g” since the letters are in one unit of 

syllable which are put in the end of the word. Bipeung is a WSL for black. The sentence of 

“tuh si bipeung datang.” is a euphemism which is expressed in the purpose of not making 

the hearer feels hurt toward the naming referring to the dark skin colour. Therefore, it will 

avoid enmity caused by the expression though the expression is actually an insulting one. 

Naming a person with human character both physically and mentally is taboo in Sukabumi 

society. The naming of black skin colour is mostly used by the Sundanese speakers in 

Sukabumi society though the colour is not really black, it’s brown. A person will be 

offended when getting a naming of “si hideung” (the black one). Hence, to disguise the 

phrase it should be used the phrases “si keling” and “si keteng” (the other words for black 

colour). They tend to be more comfortable to use a WSL of bipeung instead of saying 



black skin. 

Viewing a person is taboo to do, particularly to the unknown person. Hence, a person 

will be offended when he/she is being viewed. Therefore, she/he will ask a question with a 

harsh question and rough tone naon manéh neuleu? (why do you stare at me?, or kunaon 

manéh neléh wae (why do you keep staring at me). Moreover, when the viewing is 

cynical, it brings to a quarrel and even fights. When a person is in that situation (being 

stared), then usually she/he will mumble by changing the word neuleu with keureu,  a 

WSL which is used as an alternative for taboo though the number is only 7 data. Such a 

word is used when she/ he convinces that the person does not know WSL so that it could 

avoid dispute. The number of data for naming and viewing persons that use WSL is 21 

(5%) data.  

Swearing refers to a certain linguistic behaviour using taboo [19] because one of the 

functions of taboo is for expressing hatred [20]. There are many classification of swearing; 

genital term,excretory term, animal term, anatomical term, imbecilic term, and general 

term [21]. However, there is human bad nature swearing found in Sukabumi, and  most of 

swearings used in Sukabumi are human bad nature and animal name. One of the human 

bad natures is “pibanguseun” (saying bad thing caused by other’s bad attitude) and 

“pikasebeleun” (sucking) or pikareseupeun peureup (delight my fist). The three words are 

inappropriate to utter though we are in an irritated condition. Alternatively, the utterances 

are always used in the first and second syllable only; “piba” and “pika”. Hence, to avoid 

dispute, 6 respondents use pikareseupeun peureup which is changed into WSL 

(pikareuseupeun deuleud). Meanwhile, there is also some animal name usage in swearing, 

and most of the animal name used for swearing is a dog. In Sukabumi society, swearing 

which uses the word “anjing” (dog) is replaced by changing the second syllable of “ing” 

into  “jir”, “jrit”, and “nying” , thus the words are “anjir”, “anjrit”, or “anying”. The WSL 

of anjing is nyakcing. The word is used to as a mumble to avoid dispute. The number of 

WSL usage to replace swearing taboo is 17 (4%) data.  

Asking for one’s privacy is something hurt, such as asking for marital status, 

especially regarding on the one who does not have a spouse. Therefore, a question of “Ari 

ibu randa?” (Are you a widow?) should be avoided.  Nevertheless, some respondents still 

ask about the status by replacing the word randa with lakpa, a WSL for comfort. Another 

privacy which is taboo to say is the possession of money. A person will hide the situation 

of not having money. It is because of embarrassment. An expert of Sundanese language in 

Sukabumi, Rayudin, says that "It is forbidden to say it for it is feared to be considered a 

prayer and then it becomes a reality. Therefore, to hide the situation it could be replaced 

by other word refers to “duit” (money) like “cincai” (Chinese), and “nuju teu aya” (it is 

not available) but most of them use a WSL putiw to reduce shame. Therefore there are 12 

(3%) of respondents who use WSL for privacy taboo as a euphemism. 

Talking about underwear is taboo, particularly the woman’s underwear. To hide it, it 

is used the reference of an object too, namely kaca soca (spectacles) for a bra, but most of 

the respondents use the taboo words of kutang and beha, but nuwang a WSL for bra is 

mostly used by the respondents.  Meanwhile, to hide panties, it can be used the loan word 

from the Indonesian language which is then shortened, such as "CD" (celana dalam). 

However, the respondents chose more WSL word, jangjuw instead of the mentioned 

euphemism. Besides, a sanitary napkin which is usually used by a woman when having 

her period is also taboo to utter. To replace it, the brand of the sanitary (softex) is used. 

Sometimes it is referred to a certain food followed by the name of a country producing the 

sanitary napkin, such as "roti Jepang” (Japanese bread).  In fact, some of the respondents 

use godwen as a WSL to replace sanitary napkin. Thus there are 38 (10%) of the 

respondents who use WSL to hide underwear utterance. All the WSL usage for this kind 

of taboo is referred for comfort.  

In some part of the world pork is common to consume. However, in Sukabumi pork 

or “daging babi” is considered taboo to consume since it relates to the Islamic religious 

rule that is mostly embraced by the society. Therefore, to utter the animal is also taboo. To 

avoid it, the proscribed word is sometimes replaced by teu halal (not kosher), or by 



pronouncing the first syllable of the word, ba from babi (pig) but most of the respondents 

do not use the replacements. 11 respondents use hahi, a WSL, for euphemism to be more 

comfortable. In addition, there is also a beverage which is prohibited to consume. It is the 

intoxicating drinks, like liquor, and telling someone who is consuming the beverage is 

avoided, moreover when he/she starts to get drunk. To hide it, the télér (over-exhausted) is 

used. Among the 70 respondents, they still use the avoided words of nginum (drink) and 

mabok (drunk) though some respondents use a WSL of nyikuy for the one who is drinking 

liquor which is referred for comfort. The total number of WSL usage for food and 

beverage taboo is 22 (5%). 

An occupation which is taboo to utter is the despicable one; an occupation that anyone 

can do without any intellectual abilities with low income, such as babu or bujang 

(servant). The word rencang (friend) is usually used for replacing the two words. 

However, there is no respondent who uses the word. Most of them (17 respondents) prefer 

using a WSL of hahu for a euphemism to respect the one with the occupation. 

Poverty and pregnancy before married are two conditions which are considered to be 

embarrassing. Poverty is an economic inability condition shown by inability of basic 

needs in food, clothing and shelter [22]. Therefore, some expressions are used to get rid of 

shame, such as jalmi teu gaduh (a not having person) for poverty and kacilakaan (got an 

accident) for pregnancy before marriage. In fact, the two terms are not used by the 

respondents. Most of them use WSL. They are yignik for poverty leukeub for pregnancy 

before marriage. The number of WSL usage as a euphemism for a humiliating condition is 

30 (8%) respondents. 

 

4.2 Contribution of WSL to Euphemism 

 

From the analysis it is found that WSL gives some contributions to Euphemism, 

namely to hide embarrassment, to hide disgusting objects and activity, to conceal 

discomfort topic of conversation, to show politeness, to comfort,  to respect others, and to 

avoid dispute. The following data shows the contribution of WSL to euphemism. The data 

are categorized from the WSL usage as a euphemism: 

 
Table.2 Contribution of WSL to Euphemism 

 

Kinds 

of Parts of Taboo WSL 

WSL Contribution to Euphemism 

Taboo  

 Euphemism 

H

E 

HD 

OA 

C S

P 

R

O 

A

D 

BE Menstruation  Yeks √ - - - - - 

 Faeces Wanyi - √ - - - - 

 Snot Rébo - √ - - - - 

 Farting  Biwuw √ - - - - - 

 Mouth Odour Hanyu  - - - - √ - 

SO Breast Gugu - - √ - - - 

 Vagina Yéyén - - √ - - - 

 Penis Nakcuw - - √ - - - 

 Defecating Yopor - √ - - - - 

 Urinating  Ninyib - √ - - - - 

 Sexual Intercourse Nyété - - √ - - - 

DD Mental Disease Séro - - - - √ - 

 Countrified Disease Wolén - - - - √ - 

 Death Yanyow - - - √ - - 

NV Human Naming  Bipeung  - - √ - - - 

 Viewing Person Keureu - - - - - √ 

S Human Bad Nature Deuleud  - - - - - √ 

 Animal Name  Nyakcing - - - - - √ 

P Marital Status Lakpa - - √ - - - 

 Possession of Money Putiw √ - - - - - 

U Bra Nuwang - - √ - - - 



 Panties Jangjuw - - √ - - - 

 Sanitary Napkin Godwén - - √ - - - 

FB Pig Hahi - - √ - - - 

 Liquor Nyikuy - - √ - - - 

O Servant Hahu  - - - - √ - 

HC Pregnancy before 

Marriage Leukeub 

 

√ 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

 Poverty Yignik √ - - - - - 

Ʃ 5 4 11 1 4 3 

HE : Hide Embarrassment   SP : Show Politeness 

HDOA : Hide Disgusting Objects and Its Activity RO : Respect Other  

C : Comfort                    AD : Avoid dispute 

 

The first contribution of WSL usage to euphemism is to hide embarrassment. 

Embarrassment also occurs because of wrongdoing which will have a negative effect on 

the wrongdoer. Therefore, people will prevent doing shameful things or make others 

embarrass in various ways, one of which is by using euphemism utterance. WSL 

euphemism is the example of preventing embarrassment from the conditions of 1) having 

menstruation; particularly for those who have just got their period for the first time, 2) 

farting in the public place 3) having no money; Euphemism of WSL that refers to the 

valuable objects like putiw is expressed to hide embarrassment  since the condition of 

having no money is an embarrassing one, 4) being pregnant before marriage, 5) and being 

poor.  

The next WSL contribution to euphemism is to hide disgusting objects and its 

activity. There are some disgusting objects in our body, such as faeces and snot.   Such 

disgusting objects are considered taboo to utter.  It is not only the disgusting objects that 

are taboo to utter but also the activity related to the objects. To hide such taboo, the people 

in Sukabumi society make use the WSL.   

Sometimes we get involved in a conversation discussing a discomfort topic. To reach 

a communicative concord, the right utterance should be used.  Therefore, some discomfort 

topics of conversation such as organs of body which are taboo to utter should be changed. 

The WSL is used in this situation, and this is the most contribution to euphemism that 

there are 11 parts of taboo using WSL for comfort.  

Different societies will use different strategies of politeness for mitigation [23], and so 

with  the societies in Sukabumi city who use of WSL for a euphemism as a strategy of 

politeness. People will use the right words for politeness, particularly for someone’s death.  

The choice of words to denote someone’s death is needed  to respect both the family and 

the dead object [24]. Some WSL which are used as euphemism have the benefit as 

politeness. When speakers communicate using an inappropriate choice of words, then the 

communication will not be well established. 

The fifth contribution of WSL usage to euphemism is to respect others. In 

communication, speakers and hearers should respect and appreciate each other.Uttering 

someone having bad smell of his/her mouth, talking about someone’s mental disease and 

countrified disease are always avoided because they will  be offended. Alternatively, the 

use of WSL for resfect.   

To avoid a dispute is the last contribution of WSL usage to euphemism. People use 

taboo because of some reasons, one of which is to express emotion [25] causing a dispute. 

A Dispute could occur when we utter unpleasant words that may make the hearers feel 

hurt. Therefore he/she will reply it with the painful words too which eventually causes 

dispute. Thus the dispute could be avoided by means of expressing good utterance, and the 

people in Sukabumi prefer using WSL as a euphemism to avoid dispute.  

5. Conclusion 

     WSL as a slang language found in Sukabumi city gives a new nuance to a diversity of 



language since it could contribute to the use of language particularly in communication. 

WSL is an alternative way used by adolescent when communicating with an adult to 

express euphemism as a word refinement of avoiding taboo utterance. There are 6 

contributions of WSL usage for euphemism, namely to hide embarrassment, disgusting 

objects and activities, for comfort, to show politeness, to respect others and to avoid 

dispute. From the findings, it is expected that the contribution of WSL euphemism could 

add more vocabulary of local language which should be well preserved in order that it will 

not easily eroded by the rapid development of information and communication media. 
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